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1. Introduction. The functions to be studied here take values in a complex

metric linear space. The metric topology is not assumed to be locally convex.

Consequently, important classical theorems about the behavior of functions

are lost. Two specific instances are as follows. First, a nonconstant function may

have a derivative which is everywhere equal to 0, the zero or neutral element of the

linear space. This seems to have been first remarked upon by Paul Levy [4, p. 57].

Second, a continuous function with domain the closed unit interval may fail

to be integrable with respect to Lebesgue measure.

The metric of the linear space will not be used explicitly until §5 in connection

with the metric maximum modulus property. However, a countable base for

neighborhoods of 0 is used where convenient.

The central result is given in Theorem 4.2.5. It characterizes the class of func-

tions defined here as consisting of those which can be factored locally into the

composition of an analytic function with values in a Banach space and a con-

tinuous linear transformation from the Banach space into the original metric

linear space. Much is therefore known of the local behavior of such functions.

The basic definitions and notational conventions to be used are given in §2

below.

2. Preliminaries. Every linear space mentioned here has the complex field C

as groundfield. Topologies for linear spaces, other than those which may be

explicitly defined or constructed, are assumed to be metrizable, but need not be

locally convex. The linear spaces are complete with respect to their original topol-

ogies. The class of open balanced neighborhoods of the neutral or zero element 0

is denoted by N(0). The closure of a set A is denoted by cl A or cl(^4) as seems

appropriate. If it is desirable to specify the topology T associated with the closure

operation, the notation T-cl A or T-clL4) is used. The set of all positive integers

is denoted by co; a sequence is denoted by {xn:neco} or {x„: n = 1,2, •••} or

other obvious variations. This minor abuse of standard notation should not lead

to confusion.
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The convex hull of a set 4 in a linear space is denoted by cvx^4 or cvx(^4)

as seems appropriate. The linear span of A is denoted by LA or L(A), and the

balanced convex hull of A is denoted by bxA or bx(A). Additional notation is

introduced later as needed.

The definitions fundamental to the present study are as follows:

2.1. Definition. Let AT be a set and let £ be a linear space. A function/: X -» E

is said to be of, or to have, finite rank if and only if L(f[X]) is finite dimensional.

Otherwise / is said to have infinite rank.

2.2. Definition. Let X be a set and let £ be a topological linear space. A sequence

of functions/,: X->£ is said to be ultra convergent to a functionfQ: X-*£ if

and only if for every WeN(0) there exists an n' such that if n 2: n' then

cvx((/n —fo)[X]) c W. The sequence {/„: n = 1,2, ••■} is said to be ultra Cauchy

if and only if for every W e N(0) there exists an n' such that if m ^ n' and n^ri

then cvxUfn-fm)[X])czW.

2.3. Definition. Let G er C be open and let £ be a topological linear space.

A function / : G -» E is said to be differentiable at z e G if and only if the limit

limH, = 0(l/w)(/(z + w) — fix)) exists. A function is said to be differentiable on G

if and only if it is differentiable at every point of G.

2.4. Definition. Let G c C and let £ be a topological linear space. A function

/ : G —> £ is said to be class A0 on G if and only if / has finite rank and / is dif-

ferentiable. The set of all such functions is denoted by A0iG, £). The qualifiers G or

£ may be omitted at times.

2.5. Definition. Let G <zz C be open and let £ be a topological linear space.

A function / : G -» £ is said to be of class A on G if and only if there exists a

sequence of functions /, e /40(G, £) which is ultra convergent to / on every

compact subset of G. The set of all such functions is denoted by A(G, £).

The class of "analytic" functions studied here, of course, is the class ^4(G, £).

It is natural to ask if the strengthened convergence of the definition is simply

convergence with respect to a stronger, locally convex topology. The answer

is believed to be "no".

There need not exist a single topology for all of £ such that ultra convergence

is equivalent to uniform convergence in that stronger topology.

3. Integration of vector-valued functions. Much of the basic theory of functions

of class A is based upon the Cauchy integral formula. Hence an integration theory

must be available. A generalization of the Birkhoff integral of strongly measurable

functions could be carried out ; however, such an integral is more general than is

required here. For simplicity, a specialized integral adequate for present purposes

is used instead.

Throughout §3, (X,B,p) will denote a fixed measure space; for convenience,

p(X) = 1 is assumed. The symbol £ will denote a fixed complete metric linear

space.
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3.1. Definition. A function / : X -* E is said to be simple if and only if there

exists a finite set of vectors e¡eE,j = 1, —, n, and sets Sj eB,j = 1, —, n, such

that U {Sj-.j = 1, •••, n} = X and /(x) = e¡ if x e S,-.

Note that a simple function is measurable and has finite rank.

3.2. Definition. Let / : X -> E be simple, with the representation

f(x) = lZ{x(x;Sf)ej:j = l,-,n}.

The integral  If dp off is defined to be

2.{p(Sj)ej:j = 1,— ,n}.

3.3. Definition. A function f : X -> E is said to be integrable if and only if

there exists a sequence of simple functions f„:X -> E which is ultra convergent

to \f on Z.
The pattern of the theory is probably clear from Definition 3.3; the example

at the end of the section should be noted, however. For the sake of completeness,

the integration theory will be developed to the extent necessary for the present

work. The propositions needed and their proofs are all rather obvious, so a

minimum of detail and no supplemental explanation are given.

3.4. Lemma. Let f„: X-+E be simple and let the sequence {fn:neco} be

ultra convergent to f:X-*E. Then the sequence of integrals { $fndp:ne co}

is Cauchy.

Proof. The lemma follows from the observations that

¡Ml* - ¡fmdp e cvx((/n - /m) [XJ)

and

cvx((/„ -fm) [*]) c cvx((/„ -/)[X-]) - cvx((/m - /) [X])

for all n and m.

3.5. Lemma. Let the sequences of functions /„: X -*E and gn: X -* E be ultra

convergent to f:X-+E and g:X-yE respectively, and let the sequence of

scalars X„ converge to L Then the sequence {/„ + A„g-„: n e co} is ultra convergent

to f + kg.

Proof. This follows from the fact that both a scalar multiple of a convex set and

the sum of two convex sets are themselves convex.

3.6. Proposition. Let the function f:X->E be integrable, and let the

sequences of simple functions f„: X-*E and g„: X ->E each be ultra convergent

to f. Then limn=0 jf„dp = limn=0 ¡g„dp.

Proof. The sequence {/„ — g„: new} is ultra convergent to 0.

The following is therefore a legitimate definition.
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3.7. Definition. Let / : X -* E be integrable and let {/„ : n e co} be any sequence

of simple functions which is ultra convergent to /. Then the integral of/ is defined

by

fdp =  lim  If dp.
J n = oo J

If B e B then   jBfdfi is defined by

//* - /
xix;B)fix)dpix).

3.8. Proposition. The integral in Definition 3.5 is a linear function of the

integrand and a finitely additive E-valued set function for a fixed integrand.

Proof. This follows from the obvious validity of these facts for simple functions.

3.9. Proposition. Let the sequence of integrable functions /„: X-> E be ultra

convergent to the function f : X-*E. Then f is integrable, and

Ífdp= lim   if „dp.

Proof. For each n, let the sequence of simple functions gnk:X-*E be ultra

convergent to /„: X-*E. It suffices to show that there exists a sequence of integers

kin) such that {gnkM: n e co} is ultra convergent to / But

(gnk - /) [X] =   ignk - fn) [X] - if - f) [X]

= cvx«^ -/,)[X]) - cvx((/„ - /) [X]).

Let {Wj'.jeco} c N(0) be a basis for neighborhoods at 0. It suffices to select /c(n)

so that there holds cvx((gBi(n) -f)[X]) c Wn for all n. For, if UeNiO) let

V e NiO) be such that V + V c U. Let ny be so large that if n ^ ny then W„ c V

and let n2 be so large that if n ^ n2 then cvx((/„ — f)[X]) c V. If n 5; max(«1;n2))

then cvx((^(n) -/)[X])c:cvx((^(n) -/„)[*]) - cvx((/n -/)[*]) = V+ Fez 17.

From the preceding results, it is clear that the measure p may be replaced by any

complex-valued, countably additive set function (called here a complex measure)

of finite total variation. This is henceforth considered accomplished. The following

obvious fact is recorded here without proof for future reference :

3.10. Proposition. Let f:X-*E be integrable and let a. be a complex

measure. Let a have the representation a = at + ia2, with at and a2 real. Let

I a || = I a! || + | a2 |, where || a,-1 denotes the total variation of a¡, j = 1,2. Then

[
/dae|a|clbx(/[2r]).

It seems appropriate to end this section with an example indicative of the kind

of limitation needed to obtain a theory of integration in the present context. In
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particular, the example shows that a continuous mapping of the unit interval

into a complete metric linear space may not be integrable with respect to Lebesgue

measure for any reasonable definition of integration.

3.1.1. Example. Let M denote the space of all measurable, complex-valued

functions defined on the unit interval [0,1], with functions equal almost every-

where identified. The topology of M is that of convergence in measure. Let

/: [0,1] -► M be defined by [/(a)](x) = 1/| x - a |. Then / is not integrable

with respect to Lebesgue measure.

Demonstration. Consider the subdivision of [0, 1] generated by the points

fe/n, fc = 0,1,—, n. Let akn be any point such that (k — l)/n < ak„ < kjn,

k = 1, •■•, n. Let UJn denote the interval

{x:(j - l)/n ^ x újln},      j = 1, -fit.

For x e UJn, there holds :

[/(«*)](*) ^ | ((/ - l)/n) - (fe/n) | -1 = | nl(j - k - 1) |,

if j ^ k, and

if(akj](x) ̂  i o/») - «fc -1)/« r = i »/o - fc+1) |.

if j > k. But then for x e UJn,

T{(lln)[f(ak„y](x):íz%kz%n}

is at least

^ 1 + 1/2 + ••• + 1/n, for any/

This shows that the function / is not integrable in the above sense. For, if it were,

then cvx/[X] would be bounded; the compution shows that it is not.

It is clear that the anomalous behavior just observed will prevent the function/

from being integrable with respect to any "reasonable" integration theory, in

spite of the fact that / is continuous, as an M-valued function.

4. Functions of class A. The fundamental properties of functions of class A

axe developed here. The first few results establish some properties of functions

of class A0 to be used later. Throughout this section, the symbol E denotes a

complete metric linear space.

4.1. Functions of class A0. It is obvious that the Cauchy integral formulas

apply to functions of class A0. The integrals of the form ¡yf(Qd(Q, where y

denotes a rectifiable curve, are understood as usual to mean' ¡o f (y(t))dy(i) for

a suitable parameterization of y. Integration can be understood to be with respect

to the complex measure associated with the function of bounded variation y(t).
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4.1.1. Lemma. Let W <zz C be open and let f : W-> £ be of class A0.  Let G

be a Cauchy domain with cl G cz W. Then for any zeG and integer k Sí 0 there

holds .

fk\z) = ik\j2nï)      (Ç - z)-*-7(0dÇ.
Jda

Proof. Under the usual meaning of the integral, no verification is needed;

the range is included in a finite-dimensional subspace. But, since the topology of

that subspace is locally convex, so that uniform and ultra convergence coincide,

the formulas hold for the integral of Definition 3.7 as well.

It is interesting and suggestive to observe that the functions of class A0 have

a linear-algebraic characterization independent of the topology of £.

4.1.2. Theorem. Let G cz C be a connected open set. A function g: G -* £

belongs to the class A0 if and only if for every linear form \p in the algebraic

dual Ef of E the function ip o g: G -» C is analytic.

Proof. It is clear that if g e A0iG, E) then ip o g is analytic. It is also clear that

if the linear span L(g[G]) is finite dimensional and if \p o g is analytic for every

ip e Es, then g is differentiable. It suffices, then, to show that if \p o g is analytic

for all \pe Ef then L(g[G]) is finite dimensional.

Note first that g is w(£, Ef) continuous. It follows that for any zeG and any

closed disk B/z) of radius r and center z, with Br(z) cz G, there holds that

g[B£z)] is compact and so spans a finite-dimensional subspace L(g[j3r(z)])- But

an obvious analytic continuation argument then yields that g[G] <zz L(g[ßr(z)]),

and the proof is complete.

4.2. Functions of class A. The central result of this section is the charac-

terization of functions of class A given in Theorem 4.2.5. The basic tool is a

development of a technique used by Grothendieck [2]. The preliminary results

formalize the tool ; the central result is then applied to the study of some local

properties of functions of class A.

4.2.1. Lemma. Let geAiG,E) and let K cz G be compact. Then clcvx g[K]

and cl bx g[K] are bounded.

Proof. Let g„e A0iG,E) for all neco and let {g„: ne of} be ultra convergent

to g. It is clear that cl cvx g„[K] is compact and therefore bounded for all n.

Let We N(0); let Ve iV(0) be such that V + V <= W. For n sufficiently large, there

holds cvx ig„ — g)[K] <zz V. Therefore, since g[K] c cvx(g — gn) [K] + cvx g„[K]

and there exists a p > 0 such that cvx gn[K] cz p V, it follows that cvx g[K] c V+p V.

Let £ = max (p, 1). Then cvx g[K] cz eV + eV cz eW, and the proof is complete.

4.2.2. Lemma. Let geAiG,E) and let K cz G be compact. Let L denote the

linear span of clbx(g[.K]) and let p denote the Minkowski functional of

clbxig[K]). Then (L, p) is a Banach space.
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Proof. The functional p is a norm (positive definite) by virtue of the bounded-

ness of cl bx ig[K]). Completeness with respect to the original metric then implies

completeness of L with respect to p (see, e.g., [1, p. 11, Proposition 8]).

4.2.3. Lemma. Let G cz C be open, and let U be a Cauchy domain such that

clU czG. Let geAiG, £). Then ¡sv [l/(w - z)k]giw)dw exists for all z^dU

and any integer k > 0. Moreover, if zeU, then

ilj2ni)   f    [l/(w - z)]giw)dw = giz).
J eu

Proof. The integrands are integrable, by virtue of Proposition 3.7, using an

approximating sequence of functions of class A0. That same proposition yields the

Cauchy integral formula since the latter is known to hold for functions of class A0.

4.2.4. Theorem. Let G cz C be open and let U be a Cauchy domain with

cliU c G. Let ge AiG, E), and define f : U -> E by

fiz) = (l/27ti) Í [l/(wj- z)2]giw)dv
Jeo

Let L be the linear span of cl bx ig[dU]), and let p be the Minkowski functional

of clbxig[dU]) on L. Then for any zeU there holds:

lim p([(g(z + w) - giz))jw] -fiz)) = 0.
w = 0

Proof. First, Proposition 3.10 shows that fiz) e L if zeU. Lemma 4.2.3 yields

[giz + W)- giz)]jW = (1/27TÍ)  f    1/[(C - z) (C - z - w)]giOdC
Jeu

and

[giz + w) - giz)]jw -fiz) = ilj2ni)w f   1/[(C - z)2(C - z - w^giQdC.
J eu

Basic classical manipulations show that

KDKz + w) - g(y2)]jw -fiz))l= Oiw),

and the proof is complete.

It is observed here that the validity of the Cauchy integral formula follows

immediately.

The characterization theorem immediately below is suggested by and follows

readily from Theorem 4.2.4.

4.2.5. Theorem. Let G cz C be open and connected. A function g:G-*E
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belongs to A(G, E) if and only if for every zeG there exist an open disk

D(z) c G,a Banach space L(z), a continuous linear transformation Tz: L(z) -» E,

and an analytic function fz: D(z) -> L(z) such that g | D(z) = Tz o /.

Proof. Necessity is immediate from 4.2.4. To establish sufficiency, a sequence

of functions g„ e A0(G, E) must be exhibited which is ultra convergent to g on

every compact subset of G.

There exists an increasing sequence of Cauchy domains U„ such that cl Un

is compact, cl U„ c Un+X c G, and U{^n: ne of} = G. Then, for each n, there

exists a finite set Z„ c cl U„ such that

c\Uncz\J{D(z):zeZn}.

Now, there exist open disks D'(z), with center z, such that clD'(z) c D(z), and

cll/„cr \J{D'(z):zeZ„}. Clearly clbxg[clD'(z)] is bounded in E for each z e Z„,

since Sz = clbx/z[clD'(z)] ¡s compact in L(z). Let

SM = clbxg[U{clD'(z):zeZ„}]

and let L„ denote L(Sn), and p„ denote the Minkowski functional of S„ on L„;

(L„, p„) is a Banach space. Let L'(z) denote L(SZ) c L(z), and pz the norm as-

sociated with Sz. Then (L'(z), pz) is a Banach space, for each z e Z„, and Tz | L'(z)

is continuous, with the range considered as (L„,pn). Let V„ = [J{D'(z): zeZ„}.

Then clearly g | F„ : F„ -*■ (L„, p„) is analytic. It follows that a sequence of poly-

nomials /m„: C-»L„ exists such that p„(fm„ — g)->0 uniformly on clU„. The

metrizability of E permits the selection of a sequence of integers m(n) such that

{/m(n)/t: neco} is ultra convergent to g on every cl L7„ ; this completes the proof.

4.2.5.1. Corollary. A function f:G-+E locally of class A on G belongs to
A(G,E).

4.2.5.2. Corollary. Let GczC be open, let geA(G,E), and let zeG. Then

there exists an open disk D(z) c G such that g has a Taylor series expansion

Z(w — z)kak which is ultra convergent to g on compact subsets of D(z). If D'(z)

is any open disk such that clZ)'(z) c D(z), then the coefficients ak belong to the

linear span o/clbxg[£>'(z)].

It is obvious from Theorem 4.2.5 that a function of class A has a local behavior

which is the same as that of an analytic function with values in a Banach space,

at least as far as linear topological properties are concerned.

4.2.6. Theorem. Let D denote the open unit disk with center 0 in C, and let

Dr and Br respectively denote the open and closed disks with center 0 and radius

r in C. Let feA(D,E) be of infinite rank, lettre(0,1), and letf = f\Br. Let

Sr = clbx/[Br], and let Lr = L(S,). Let pr denote the Minkowski functional
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of Sr on Lr. Then f: ßr-» (Lr, p,) is analytic on Dr, has no isolated singularities

on dBr, and is not continuous on dBr.

Proof. The fact that f is analytic on Dr follows immediately from Theorem

4.2.5. Observe that if f were continuous on dBr, then f[dBr] would be compact

in iLr,pr), so that Sr would also be compact in (L,.,pr). Then Lr would be finite

dimensional; but this is impossible, since / has infinite rank. It follows that fr

is not p,-continuous on dBr.

The fact that a singularity at z0 e dBr cannot be isolated is established as follows.

If z0 were isolated, a Cauchy domain W could be found such that z0eW and f

is analytic as a function with values in iLr,pr) on JT\{z0}. Then /[ÔW] cz Lr, and

so /[dH7] is pP-compact. Therefore clbx/[31T] is pr-compact. Let TE denote the

original topology of £. Since the pr-topology is stronger than TE on clbx/[cW],

the two topologies coincide there. But / is of class A in a neighborhood of z0,

considered as an (£, TE)-valued function. Therefore, from the Cauchy integral

formulas, /, must be analytic in a neighborhood of z0 as an (Lr,pr)-valued function.

This completes the proof.

It is obvious that if F denotes the closure of the set of points in dBr which map

onto extreme points of cl cvx / [dBr], then F is compact but f[F] is not pr-compact ;

otherwise, clcvx/[<3ß,] = clcvx/[F] would again be pr-compact. It is not known

if every singularity of f on dBr belongs to F. The type of singularity indicated

by these considerations appears not to have been examined in any detail as yet,

although such behaviour has been remarked upon by Taylor [6, p. 657].

The final topic to be examined in this section is a linear topological version

of the maximum modulus principle. The symbol D is used to denote the set

{z:zeC. &. \z\ < I}, the symbol £>, for {z:zeC. &.|z| < r}, and Br = clDr.

4.2.7. Lemma. Let 0 < r < 1 and let geAiD). Then clcvx g[Br] is the closed

convex hull of its set of extreme points. Moreover, clcvxg[Br] = clcvxg[ößr],

so that every extreme point is the image of a boundary point.

Proof. First note that if r < t < 1, then g:D,^>iLt,p) is analytic (Lr and pt

have the same meaning as in Lemma 4.2.6). It follows that g[Br] is a compact

subset of iL„pt). Therefore, the p,-closed convex hull of g[Br] is pr-compact;

the first assertion follows. The second assertion follows immediately from an

application of the Poisson integral formula.

4.2.8. Lemma. Let geAiD) and let g(0) = 0. Let r and t be such that

0 < r < t < 1, and let a be such that 0^a|(r + t)j2r. Then for any 9 there

holds agiré'6)eclcvxg[B¡].

Proof. Let pir,9;t,\p) denote the Poisson kernel (i2-r2)/[r2 + r2-2r!cos(0-i/O].

Let 0 ^ b ̂  it - r)Ht + r) and let h„ = (l/[2n(l - b)])[pir,9;t,\p) - b]. Then hb

is a probability density on dBr, and
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g(reie) = (1 - b)\   \b(9,ib)g(tew)dib,

since g(0) = 0. Therefore,

g(rew)l(l-b)eclcvxg[Bt].

The inequality 0 g b g (t - r)/(t + r) is equivalent to 1 = ( 1 - b) = 2r/(t + r).

The lemma follows by taking a = 1/(1 — b).

4.2.9. Theorem. Let geA(D). Then the mapping r ~* cl cvx g[Br~] is non-

decreasing, using the inclusion ordering of sets. Moreover, if there exist real

numbers r and t such that 0 < r < t < 1 and

cl cvx g[Bt~] = cl cvx g[Br],

then the function g is constant.

Proof. Only the second conclusion requires proof. It may be assumed that

g(0) = 0. Then, from Lemma 4.2.8, there exists an a > 1 such that a cl cvx g[Br~]

cz cl cvx g[Br]; whence cl cvx g[Br~¡ = {0}.

4.2.9.1. Corollary.// E is a Banach space, if geA(E,D), and if

M(r) = sup{|| g(z) ||: | z | ^ r}, then M is a nondecreasing function of r. If

the norm is strictly convex, and if g is nonconstant, then M is a strictly in-

creasing function of r.

It seems appropriate to end this section with a simple example of a differentiable

function which is not of class A. Let M denote the class of Borel measurable

complex-valued functions with domain D = {z: z e C. &. \z\ <1}, with

functions equal almost everywhere identified. Using plane Lebesgue measure on D,

give M the topology of convergence in measure. Let L denote the space of complex-

valued functions with domain D which are integrable Lebesgue, and let L have

the usual Lt-norm. Let e > 0 be a small number, and let Dc (z) denote

{w: weC • & • | w - z | < e}. Let /(z) denote the characteristic function of

D n Dfz). Then / : D -* L c M is continuous, as an L-valued function ; it is

easily seen that f : D-* M (convergence in measure) is differentiable with respect

to the complex variable z, and in fact df/dz = 0 identically. It is also easily seen

that, although (l/2ni) Jaii[l/(C — z)]/(0d£ exists for any Cauchy domain K

with cl K cz D, in general it is not true that the value of the integral is f(z). For

example, let z = 0, let £ = 1/4, and let K = {£: | Ç | < 2/3}. Then the integral

is the limit of a sequence of functions which vanish inside {£: | ( | < 5/12}. But

/(0) is a function equal to 1 on {£: | f | < 1/4}; the integral, whatever its value

might turn out to be, is not /(0). (The value of the integral is essentially th

function whose value at we D is the fraction of the circumference of {Ç: | Ç | =2/3}

lying inside a disk of radius 1/4 around w.)
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5. The maximum modulus principle. Analogs of the classical maximum modulus

and three circles theorems may not exist, even for functions of class A0, for com-

letely general invariant metrics. Two examples may be mentioned. First, consider

£ = C x C, with the metric defined by

piizy, z2), (0, 0)) = I Re(Zl) |,/2 + | Im(Zl) 11/2+ |Re(z2) 11/2+ | Im(z2) |1/2.

Define / : C -> £ by /(z) = (1, 1) + z( - 1, i). Consider the modulus pifiz), 0)

on the square 0 z% Re(z) ^1,0^ Im(z) ^ 1. Elementary computations show

that the maximum of the modulus occurs at the point z = 1/2 + i/2. For a second

example, let M denote the space of measurable functions with domain the unit

circle. The topology of M is that of convergence in measure. A metric yielding

the topology is given by

P(/,0)= f2"|/(0)|/(l + |/(0)|)</0.
Jo

Define F:{z: \ z \ < 1} -> M by [F(z)](0) = 2 + zew. It is easy to verify that

the maximum modulus principle fails for F.

However, the maximum modulus property and the related convexity property

are valid in a fairly wide class of metric linear spaces, identified in Definition

5.1 below. The symbol \p will be used consistently to denote the "norm"

*(x) = p(x,0).

5.1. Definition. The norm \p on a metric linear space is said to be plurisub-

harmonic if and only if for all x, yeE the mapping

X -» ipix + ky)

is subharmonic on C.

The definition is due to Lelong [3], who first defined and studied plurisub-

harmonic functionals on finite-dimensional vector spaces. Free use will be made

of results established in Lelong's fundamental paper. The properties of subhar-

monic functions needed here are established, for all practical purposes, in Rado's

exposition [5]. The characteristic property that the mean value on the circum-

ference of a disk is at least as large as the value at the center of the disk should be

recalled ; thus, for instance, any convex function defined on a region in the complex

plane is subharmonic in that region. A convex norm is therefore plurisubharmonic.

The mean-value property, of course, implies a maximum property; if a non-

constant function is subharmonic in a neighborhood of a closed disk, then its

maximum over the disk can only be attained on the boundary. For applications,

it should be observed that a positive linear combination of subharmonic functions

is subharmonic, and that if /(z) is an analytic function, then for any p>0 the

function |/(z)|p is subharmonic. Finally, it is recalled that a pointwise limit of
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(say) a sequence of uniformly bounded subharmonic functions is subharmonic.

It follows that for any p with 0 < p ^ 1 the norm

*„(/)= jx\f(x)\pdp(x)

of an Lp-function on a finite measure space (X, B, p) is plurisubharmonic. There-

fore a Hardy ffp-space also carries a plurisubharmonic norm. The most important

for present application is the following:

5.2. Lemma. Let <b:C-*■[_— co, oo) be upper semicontinuous and satisfy

the condition that for fixed a, beC the mapping X -* (b(a + lb) is subharmonic

on C. Let G cz C be open and let f : G -* C be analytic. Then

(/> o /: G->[- co, oo)

is subharmonic.

The proof is given in [3] and so is omitted here. The following is immediate

from Lemma 5.2:

5.3. Lemma. Suppose that the norm \ji is plurisubharmonic on E and that

feA0(G, E). Then the mapping ib o f : G -* [0, oo) is subharmonic.

5.4. Theorem. Let the norm ib on E be plurisubharmonic and let feA(G,E).

Then the mapping i¡/ o / : G -* [0, oo) is subharmonic.

Proof. Let f„ e A0(G, E) be such that the sequence {/„: n e co} is ultra convergent

to / on compact subsets of G. It is clear that \¡/ o /„ converges to ib o / uniformly

on compact subsets of G ; the asserted property follows.

5.4.1. Corollary. Let the norm ib on E be plurisubharmonic, and let

fe A(G, E). Let the disk {z: | z - z0 | g R} cz G, and for 0 <¡ r ^ R let

M(r) = sup{ib(f(z)):\z-z0\ = r}.

Then M(r) is an increasing function ofr, and, for — oo < x _ log R, M(ex) is a

convex function of x.

Recall that the Hardy i/p-spaces carry a plurisubharmonic norm. Consequently,

the proof indicated by Taylor [7] for the Hardy theorem asserting that

Mp(f;r)=\)f(reie)\>'d9
J o

is a nondecreasing function of r and that log Mp(f; ex) is a convex function of x

whenever / is analytic in a disk {z : | z | ^ R} has an analog even for the case

0 < p < 1; in fact, the attempt to extend Taylor's argument was the starting

point of the present investigation.
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6. Application. The spectrum of an operator on Lp, 0 <p < 1. The theory

developed above can be applied to show that a continuous endomorphism of an

Lp-space or an Hp-space (0 < p < 1) has a nonempty spectrum. Since the same

proof applies in either case, it is convenient to abstract the notion of a (p)-

space.

6.1. Definition. A metric linear space £ is said to be a (p)-space (0 < p g 1)

if and only if the space is complete, the norm \p is plurisubharmonic, and ip satisfies

the homogeneity condition,

\piXx) = \X\pipix),   allxe£,   alUeC.

It is noted that the unit ball of a (p)-space is bounded; therefore an endo-

morphism of a (p)-space is continuous if and only if it maps the unit ball onto a

metrically bounded set. Accordingly, as is well known, the algebra [£] of con-

tinuous endomorphisms of £ can be made into a complete metric linear algebra

with the obvious definition :

6.2. Definition. Let £ be a (p)-space, and, for T e [£], define the norm ipiT)

of Tby
»>(T) = sup {ipiTx): xeE.&. ipix) = 1}.

6.3. Theorem. The algebra [£], with the norm \p, is a ip)-space.

Proof. The only point which requires verification here is that ip is pluri-

subharmonic on [£]. But, since the mapping T-> ipiTx) is plurisubharmonic

for any xeE, and ipiT) is the supremum of a set of such functionals, plurisub-

harmonicity of »^ is clear.

6.4. Lemma. IfTteE and T2e [£], then MTyTf) z^\piTy)\piT2).

Proof. It suffices to verify that tpiTx) ^ ipiT)\pix) for any T e [£] and any

xeE. The inequality is trivially valid if x = 0, so let 0 # xeE. Since ipix) # 0,

so that the mapping X -» \piXx) is subharmonic and nonconstant on C, it follows

that there exists a X' such that \piX' x) = 1. Then

iPiTiX'x)) = \X'\PMTx)z%<PiT).

But ipiX'x) = | X' \p\pix) = 1 ; therefore \piTx)¡ipix) z% \piT), and the lemma follows.

The next result is proved in exactly the same way for 0 < p < 1 as for p = 1 ;

the proof is therefore omitted.

6.5. Theorem. Let E be a (p)-space. Then the group [£] _1 of invertible

elements of[E] is open, and inversion is continuous on [£]-1.

6.6. Definition. The resolvent set p(T) of an endomorphism in [£] is defined

to be the set

{X: XeC. &.ÍXI - T)e[EY1}.
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If Te[£] and Xep(T) then R(X,Ti) = (XI - T)"1 is called the resolvent of T.

The complement C\p(T) = a(T) is called the spectrum of T.

The critical fact to be established next is that the resolvent R(k, T) is a function

of class A on p(T). Since the Taylor series for R(X, T) is evidently absolutely

convergent, this result follows from the lemma below.

6.7. Lemma. Let E be a (p)-space. Let the sequence of elements a„eE be such

that the power series Hz"an is absolutely convergent for |z| < r. Then the

power series is ultra convergent on compact subsets of the disk {z : | z | < r}.

Proof. The hypothesis is that 2Zi¡/(zna„) is convergent if | z\ < r. It is necessary

to show that if rt<r then for every e<0 there exists an n' such that if

n(F),-,n(fc) = n' and if r(l),-,i(m)e[0,l] and Zr(j) = 1, and if |z(l),|-,

\z(m)\ ^ ry then

*(Z Ii(7)zOT(,)a„(o)<e-

From the subadditivity of \¡i, there results :

*( Z   Z iC/)z(;T(i) am ) = 2>( Z tü>OT(\(o).

Now, | 2Zjt(j)z(j)nit) | íS rB(i) ; \¡/ is plurisubharmonic, and therefore subharmonic

on the linear span of the singleton {a„w}. From the maximum property of sub-

harmonic functions, there follows :

*( z tij)zuf° «.(„) ̂  rr(¡>vKo) •

Since the series Htl/(ryna„) = Z>"",' i^(an) converges, the lemma follows.

6.7.1. Corollary. Let E be a (p)-space,and let Te[E]. Then the resolvent

R(X, T) is a function of class A on the resolvent set p(T).

6.8. Theorem. Let E be a (p)-space, and let Te[£]. Then the spectrum

a(T) of T is not empty.

Proof. It is clear that

p(T) zo {A: X e C. &. | A | > OKT))1''},

and that R(X, T")->0 as X-> oo. Suppose p(T) = C, or o-(T) is empty. Since i/r is

plurisubharmonic, the function ib(R( ■ , T)) is subharmonic on C, and vanishes

at infinity. That function must then vanish everywhere on C. But this is impos-

sible, and the lemma follows.
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